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What are the benefits 
of traceability?

OSPRI
Sticky Note
Take this time to have a discussion with the group, what do they see as the benefits of traceability?Ask the question and get them talking and thinking about how traceability benefits them and their farm/property/livelihood.Generate some ideas before moving to the next slide and covering off the main important parts of traceability.
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The importance 
of traceability
The four main parts of traceability are:

• biosecurity
• food safety
• market assurance and access
• animal health surveillance.

It is a legal requirement to register your cattle 
and deer within the NAIT information system.

OSPRI
Sticky Note
Biosecurity, to be an effective livestock traceability system that enables New Zealand to respond to biosecurity outbreaks by tracing livestock and locating, prioritising and treating suspect or infected premises or animals.  Food safety, to provide assurance to local and overseas markets about food safety standards and product integrity through traceability of livestock and origin of those products.  Market assurance and access, to provide assurance to both local and overseas markets and customers of the attributes associated with livestock product integrity and wholesomeness, for which traceability is a clear enabling requirement.  Animal health surveillance, to provide the ability to integrate animal health information and enable the monitoring, surveillance, and management of both endemic and exotic diseases. This means any response activities, whether for treatment, vaccination, or slaughter, can be prioritised based on location and animal status, enabling more effective emergency response.
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You must tag your cattle and deer 
with an approved NAIT tag within 
180 days of birth, or before their first 
movement, whichever occurs first.

You must then register this NAIT  
tag in the NAIT information system  
as being on an animal.

Tagging cattle and deer 
When to tag?

180
DAYS

OSPRI
Sticky Note
You must tag all NAIT animals (cattle and deer) within 180 days of birth or before their first movement, whichever occurs first. If you are moving NAIT animals off-farm that are under 180 days of birth, they need to be tagged. Every time you tag a NAIT animal, you must follow up by registering it in the NAIT information system.It's important to ensure all NAIT animals are tagged and registered to help support lifetime traceability.
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Register your animals 
Why do you register animals?

Registering animals provides important  
animal details that can assist in the response 
to a disease outbreak. 

It also tells us what tags are currently on  
an animal and what ones are in the shed. 

This can save time and resource when  
tracing disease.

OSPRI
Sticky Note
When an animal is registered in the NAIT information system, it tells us that the NAIT tag is on an animal. This helps us differentiate between which tags are in use and which tags are in the shed.Registering an animal also provides it with important traceability information, including where it originated from.In the event of a disease outbreak, this information assists in the process of tracing the disease and can save time and resource.
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Register your animals 
When to register?

After you tag an animal, you must 
register it in the NAIT information 
system within 7 days of tagging the 
animal or before its first movement, 
whichever occurs first.

7
DAYS

OSPRI
Sticky Note
After purchase, your NAIT tags will be issued to your NAIT number but not registered. Registration is the next step and needs to be completed manually. You are registering the NAIT animal and creating the link between the tag and the animal record. Therefore, NAIT tags can never be pre-registered. Your NAIT tags will never be pre-registered by the manufacturer or retailer.It doesn't matter the brand of tag, where they were purchased, or whether it is a birth or replacement – all NAIT animals must be registered once they've been tagged. Within 7 days of applying the tag to the NAIT animal or before the first movement, you must register this NAIT animal within the NAIT information system – think of it like activating the tag. The system cannot differentiate between tags that are in the shed and ones on animals, so it relies on you to update it. When registering a NAIT animal, you must provide the compulsory information of animal type (cattle or deer), production type, birth date, and NAIT number of birthplace. If the NAIT animal is moving before the 7 days, you must register it before it moves. If an animal is involved in a NAIT movement without registration occurring first, it loses lifetime traceability and information that could assist in the event of a disease outbreak. It might be useful to implement a tagging and registering system on farm to help make this process easier. Some instances of this might be purchasing in sequence (i.e., tagging males 1-100, females 101-200, etc.) If there is a system that works for you and your practice, this can make the registration process easier and support traceability.If you have assigned information providers (e.g., MINDA, CRV Ambreed, Farm IQ, etc.) you may be able to register your NAIT animals through this software. As the PICA is still legally responsible for the information, make sure you're checking your NAIT account to make sure the information has gone through. 
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Tagging cattle and deer 
Animals exempt from tagging
Animals exempt from tagging include:

• bobby calves (under 30 days
of age going direct to slaughter)

• fallow deer
• trophy stags
• unsafe to tag animals.

OSPRI
Sticky Note
There are some NAIT animals that are exempt from tagging. Calves under 30 days of age and going directly to slaughter, fallow deer, trophy stags, and animals that are unsafe to tag. Animals exempt from tagging can only move to a meat processor, game estate, safari park, or zoo. If they are moving, you need to record an exempt animal movement in the NAIT information system. You need to annually declare the number of animals exempt from tagging against your NAIT records. 
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Tagging best practice 
Help support lifetime traceability

OSPRI
Sticky Note
One of the best ways to ensure lifetime traceability is to make sure you're tagging your NAIT animals correctly. Ensure that you're using the correct tag applicator and following the instructions carefully, you cannot use one brand's tag applicator with another brand's tag – this could potentially damage the tag and make it unusable. Tag NAIT animals as soon as possible. If they're tagged directly before their movement, the tag can irritate their ear and cause them to try to remove the tag in transport. We recommend tagging the animal on the right ear, this makes it easier for scanners to read the tag at meat processor and automated feeding sheds.Make sure the tag is clipped in the central/inner part of the ear, the RFID/female portion of the tag needs to face forward and lock with the male part. 
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NAIT tag types

Birth tag 
For all newborn animals
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Replacement tag 
For animals that lose their birth tag
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*Cattle tags are white, deer tags are orange.

OSPRI
Sticky Note
Birth tags can begin with a participant code or NAIT number, followed by a year code and then a sequence number. Replacement tags can begin with a participant code or NAIT number followed by the 15-digit RFID number. Sometimes they can just have the RFID printed. Birth tags are for animals born on farm, to help keep track of when they were born. Replacement tags are for animals that lose a tag. Important to ensure that, even if you're replacing a tag, you register it after doing so. NAIT tags have different frequencies, HDX (half duplex) and FDX (full duplex). HDX have a stronger frequency as they have a chip and a coil, FDX have a lower frequency as they only have the coil. Full duplex can be harder to scan as they do not have the chip, meaning the tag needs to be parallel to the scanner for it to read. A common question is why there are two different frequencies. This was an industry decision to provider purchasers with a price difference (FDX is cheaper).
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Animal management tips

You can use a panel  
tag to make animal 
identification easier.123
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0
0

OSPRI
Sticky Note
Consider double tagging with a birth set, both RFID and a panel tag. This can help with identifying the animal if one tag falls out.Whilst management tags are not compulsory, they can be useful in making animal identification easier for on-farm management.
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Lost tags Is it safe to retag the animal?

No

If unsafe to tag, animal can  
only move to meat processor 
(movement must be declared  
in NAIT, animal must be marked, 
incurs a $13 unsafe to tag (UTT)  
levy at the meat processor)

Yes

Retag the animal with  
a replacement tag

Is the original tag known?

Yes

Record a tag 
replacement 
in the NAIT 
information 
system

No

Re-register 
the animal  
in the NAIT 
information 
system
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OSPRI
Sticky Note
If you can identify the tag that has been lost, once you've re-tagged the NAIT animal, you can complete a tag replacement within the NAIT information system. This will transfer the previous tag's information to the new tag and help retain traceability. Double tagging with a management tag can greatly assist with being able to identify the previous RFID. If you're unable to identify the tag that has been lost, what's most important now is getting the NAIT animal re-tagged and registered. Even if it's a replacement tag, it must be registered in the NAIT information system. This way, the chain of traceability can carry on. If the NAIT animal cannot be re-tagged (i.e., the ear is in tatters, the animal is significantly larger since last tagged, etc.) then it can only be moved to a meat processor (where it must be marked and declared) and it will incur a $13 unsafe to tag levy. Some meat processors charge additional penalties for untagged animals, but this is at the meat processors discretion and must be discussed with them.Animals that cannot be retagged can also be home-killed, moved to a game estate, safari park, or zoo. Remember, any new tags must be registered. 
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Removing tags
You must:

Contact OSPRI before removing 
a NAIT tag to get approval.

Record tag replacements in  
the NAIT information system.

It is an offence to remove NAIT tags 
without prior approval from OSPRI  
or an MPI NAIT officer.

OSPRI
Sticky Note
It is an offence to remove NAIT tags without prior approval from OSPRI or an MPI NAIT Officer. On the male portion of the tag, it states "NAIT do not remove" as a reminder of this. Should you need to remove NAIT tags, contact OSPRI. They will ask you for the reasons why the NAIT tags must be removed and will ask for the tag numbers involved. Once the request has been reviewed by a NAIT authorised person, they will advise you whether approval has been granted. If it has not, they will tell you why and advise you of next steps. If it has, they will instruct you to remove the tags and re-tag the animals correctly. A tag replacement will need to take place in the NAIT information system, and all old tags will need to be destroyed as it is an offence to reuse NAIT tags. The approval is a one-off and should you need to remove more in the future, you will need to reapply for approval. OSPRI will consider every application to remove tags, some of the reasons for approval are wrong frequency type (FDX to HDX), animal welfare reasons, wrong tag type for the animal, etc. This process is important as the NAIT animals’ traceability information is assigned to its specific tag. It also allows OSPRI to record evidence that the tag removal was lawful and authorised.
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Remember! 
Register your cattle and deer

Tagging is only the first step.

Make sure you follow up by registering 
your cattle and deer.

OSPRI
Sticky Note
A reminder that tagging your NAIT animals is only the first step, you must register every NAIT animal once it is tagged. It's important to remember this step and to remember to only register the NAIT animals within the NAIT information system once their tag is actually in use. It's the best way to ensure all important traceability information is linked back to the tag and the animal can be traced throughout its life. Without this step, OSPRI wouldn't have all the information needed to respond in the event of a disease outbreak. A reminder that MPI monitors movements of unregistered animals and may issue warnings or infringements based on this information. 
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PICA farmer 
Obligations

1
Register 

with NAIT

2
Register 
location

3
Tag & register 

animals

4
Record & 
confirm

5
Keep NAIT 
up-to-date

OSPRI
Sticky Note
PICA farmers have five key NAIT obligations:Register as a PICA. If you are in day-to-day charge of NAIT animals, whether continuously or intermittently, you must be registered as a PICA. Whether you have 1 or 100 NAIT animals, it's important you're registered in the NAIT information system.Register your NAIT location. You must register all locations where you farm NAIT animals, within the NAIT information system. This will provide you with a NAIT location number.Tag and register. You must tag all NAIT animals within 180 days of birth or before their first movement, whichever occurs first. You must then register these NAIT animals within 7 days or tagging or before their first movement, whichever comes first.Creating movements. If you are sending or receiving NAIT animals, you must record a movement within 48 hours from the end of the day the movement occurred.Keep NAIT up to date. You must ensure all information provided to the NAIT information system is accurate at the time it is provided and then kept up-to-date.
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